In 1911 W. Blaschke and J. Grnwald described the group ~ of proper motions of the euclidean plane d' in the following way: Let (P, fg)be the real three-dimensional projective space, let ~ C P be an isomorphic image of g, and let U ~ f# such that ~ tA U is the projective closure of in P. Then there is a bijection x : ~ ~ P' := P \ U called the kinematic mapping and an injective mapping ~ × ~ ~ ~; (u, v) ~ [u, v] called the kinematic line mapping such that [u, v] := {fl C P'; fl(u) = v} where the operation is defined by conjugation. A principle of transference is valid by which statements on group operations of (~, ¢) correspond with statements on incidence in the trace geometry of P'.
General kinematic spaces
Generalizing the classical ideas, Karzel gave the following definitions (see [3] ): Let (P,~)be a linear space and (P,.) be a group. Denote for a ~ b by a,b the line through a,b C P and for TCP by (T,~(T)) the trace geometry in (P,(¢). (P,~,.) is called an incidence group if x --* ax is a collineation for all a E P and is called a two-sided incidence group if x --+ axb is a collineation for all a,b c P. A kinematic space is a two-sided incidence group in which 1,a is a subgroup for all a E P\ {1}. Now I call an incidence group (P,f#, • ) a general kinematic space (see [2] ) if fiarthermore the mapping x ~ x -1 is a collineation. (P, c~,. ) is a general kinematic space if and only if it is a two-sided incidence group in which any line G E f# with [G[/>3 and 1 C G is a subgroup.
A construction of Marchi and Zizioli [4] can be applied to find new examples of such spaces: Let (P, ~, +) be a general kinematic space, U a subgroup of Aut(P, ~, +) and V a set of subgroups of U such that the following condition holds: (c) For the subgroup Mo := {0} x U, (Mo, ifM(Mo)) is a space which is isomorphic to (U, ifu).
(
d) (P, if; U, V) is a kinematic space if and only if uV = U and for all • E U\{id},
P = {x -~(x); x ~ P}.
Kinematic groups
Let (P, if,-) be a two-sided incidence group and T C P an invariant subset. Then for each a E P, ti:P ~ P; x ~ axa -l is a collineation of(T, if(T)) and /5:= {~; a E P} <<.Aut(T, if(T)). If x : P --~/3; a ~ ti is injective then (P, if,., T) is called a kinematic 9roup and x -1 a kinematic map. The kinematic group is transitive if/3 acts transitively on T. Now let (M, ifM, ") := (P, if; U, V) be a connected space (where the group operation of P is written by +) such that l:P ~ P; x ~ -x is contained in U and has no fixed elements. Then 2 ° : P ~ P; x ~ 2x := x+x is injecfive and since U<~Aut(P,+), (P,+) is abelian. Since (~) ( [6,i] ,~¢M ([6,u-] We now consider the following example. Let K be a field of characteristic # 2, n E l~ and (P,K) = (K",K) the n-dimensional vectorspace. Let La resp. ~ be the set of all 1-resp. n -1-dimensional vectorsubspaces of (P,K) then ~ := {a + L; a E P,L E £,e} is the line set of the corresponding affine space A(K",K) and (P, if, +) is a commutative kinematic space. For U := GL(n,K), (M,.) := P × U is the group of all linear affinities of the affine space A(K",K) and M can be identified with the subset {(x)E Jt',+l,,; det X # 0} of the set of all (n + 1) x n-matrices of K, hence with the pointset of the (n + 1) • n-dimensional affine space A(Jtln+l,n, K) where the points of the manifold Q := {(x)E Jt'n+l~; det X = 0} are omitted.
injective and -is a collineation of(P, if)onto (L ifM(1)) (i.e. (P, if)and (L ifM(I)) are isomorphic) and so (M, if M, .,1) is a kinematic 9roup.
Now let E := (3;j) E U; UH := {~ E U; HcFix ~} with H E 9ff and V := {UH; H E iF} U {K'E}. Then U~<Aut (P,f#,+) and V is a set of subgroups of U fulfilling (K), where (a) is fulfilled because an affinity that fixes more than a hyperplane pointwise is the identity. Then the connected space (P, ff; U, V) together with I := Px {1}, t =-E is atransitive kinematic group since 2 ° :K n ---,K"; x ~2x is a permutation (cf. 
